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ABSTRACT15

Solar prominences (or filaments) are cooler and denser plasma suspended in the much16

hotter and rarefied solar corona. When viewed on the solar disc filament barbs or feet17

protrude laterally from filament spine. When viewed at solar limb, they extend down to18

the chromosphere. For a long time, the magnetic field orientation of barbs has remained19

a mystery due to the paradox that the barbs possess vertical fine structures and flows20

but are likely to be supported in a horizontal magnetic field. Here we present highly21

suggestive observations of a magnetic dip in a quiescent prominence foot with an upward-22

curved field. That is indicated by the horizontal bidirectional outflows probably produced23

by magnetic reconnection between the fields of a tiny erupting filament and those in a24

prominence foot. The observations shed light on the field structure of prominences which25

is crucial for the instability that accounts for the eruption of prominences and coronal26

mass ejections.27

1. INTRODUCTION28

The magnetic structure of solar prominences or filaments is a key issue in solar physics. It is important not only for29

understanding how the prominence mass is supported in the corona, but also for clarifying the instability mechanisms30

of filament eruptions and the effects of eruptive filaments on space weather. Direct field measurements of prominences31

are rare and arduous to make and interpret1. They have shown that quiescent prominences mostly possess horizontal32

magnetic fields with a field strength of 10–20 G on average1 and an inclination angle of ∼40◦ to the long axis of the33

prominence2−4.34

Regarding the magnetic nature of filaments, the magnetic structure of filament barbs protruding laterally from the35

spine is most controversial5,6. It has been demonstrated that the end points of filament barbs are close to small36

parasitic magnetic fields on each side of filaments7, but their detailed association is not yet fully clear. Vertical fine37

structure and vertical flows are often observed in prominence feet at the limb. Assuming that the flows of filament38

plasma are guided by magnetic field, some studies suggest that the field lines in barbs are predominantly vertical39

and directly connect filament spines to the photosphere8, while other observations indicate that prominence feet may40

harbor helical magnetic fields connecting the prominence to the solar surface9,10.41

However, the observed velocities of the up- or down-flows in filament barbs are about 10 km s−1, much less than the42

free-fall speeds corresponding to the filament heights8,11 which would be expected for vertical flows along magnetic43
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field lines. Hα Doppler shift observations from Meudon observatory indicate that the velocity vectors of the apparent44

vertical flows in a quiescent prominence have substantial horizontal components12. On the other hand, the vertical45

extent of a barb is much larger than the gravitational scale height of prominence plasma (∼200 km), also implying46

that the prominence plasma must somehow be supported against gravity. Using the idea of magnetic dips, some47

linear or nonlinear force-free flux rope models13−16 have successfully produced three-dimensional configurations of48

filaments that can naturally explain the morphology of both filament spines and barbs. According to the models,49

barbs represent cool matter residing in small dips, which are caused by the local distortion of a large-scale flux rope50

due to the introduction of parasitic polarities onto a large-scale bipolar photospheric flux distribution. This produces51

secondary photospheric inversion lines around the parasitic magnetic elements, and is supported by results from the52

comparison of Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) Hα images with magnetograms taken by SOHO MDI17.53

Many results from theoretical models and observations tend to support the idea that the vertical structure of54

prominence feet or filament barbs may represent a pile up of dips in more or less horizontal magnetic field lines18−23.55

However, to date, clear observations of magnetic dip structures in prominence feet have not been presented24−28.56

Here, we remedy this by analyzing a filament eruption event on 2014 April 8, during which a small erupting filament57

first interacted with a magnetic arcade under a large-scale prominence foot and then appeared to reconnect with the58

overlying fields of the prominence foot. A second reconnection produced bright bidirectional outflows moving along59

upwardly curving paths with respect to the local horizontal line in UV and EUV intensity images, which strongly60

suggest a magnetic dip structure across the prominence foot.61

2. OBSERVATIONS62

The minor eruption event occurred at the southeast limb of the Sun, and was well observed by the Atmospheric63

Imaging Assembly (AIA)29 of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) and the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph64

(IRIS)30 (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). In this event, a small erupting filament “EF” collided and interacted with a nearby65

quiescent prominence’s foot. By checking the successive AIA EUV and Kanzelhöhe Solar Observatory (KSO) Hα66

observations from April 8 to April 13, we found that the prominence foot corresponds to a barb structure. Figure 167

shows the filament barbs (“Barb1” and “Barb2”) on the disk on April 13 and the corresponding prominence feet at68

the limb on April 8. EF in the event was close to Barb1 (Fig. 1e). In the AIA EUV hot lines, the large-scale filament69

structure is not clear, but the dark filament channel is visible. A line-of-sight magnetogram from the Helioseismic70

and Magnetic Imager (HMI)31 on board SDO shows the weak quiescent photospheric magnetic fields on both sides71

of the filament channel. The AIA 171 Å intensity image enhanced by the Multiscale Gausian Normalization (MGN)72

method32 in Fig. 1f shows that there is a multitude of dip structures across the barbs’ tops and in the vertical threads73

of Barb1, similar to previous observations33.74

Figures 2 and 3 show the details of the small filament eruption in the AIA EUV and IRIS UV lines, respectively.75

Prior to the eruption, we can see an arcade structure (“Ar”) and a small cavity below Barb1, which is reminiscent of76

the prominence bubbles that are often observed under prominences34 and filament barbs22,35. The eruptive filament77

EF is very small and is hardly visible before it erupted. The eruption started at about 07:30 UT on April 8. As the78

EF expanded outwards, it first encountered the Ar and interacted with it. Two obvious brightenings (“Brs”) appeared79

almost simultaneously at the intersection of EF and Ar and at one end of Ar (marked by the two circles in Fig. 2c),80

suggesting a magnetic reconnection between the fields of the EF and Ar. The brightening at the Ar’s end was likely81

caused either by thermal conduction or by energy released, e.g. fast electrons, in the reconnection region.82

As the Br at the reconnection region was pushed aside, EF continued to erupt upwards and then collided with the83

overlying prominence material and magnetic fields in Barb1, during which reconnection probably occurred again. In84

the AIA 304 Å and 171 Å lines, we have detected simultaneous bidirectional outflows from the second reconnection85

region, which are called two-sided-loop jets in some studies36,37. Some absorption features (indicated by the black86

arrow in Fig. 2h) in the vertical threads of Barb1 are observed to be disturbed and to move behind the bright outflows87

in the 171 Å intensity images. The outflows are invisible in the hotter AIA channels, such as the 193 Å, 211 Å and88

335 Å, implying that the highest temperature of the plasma in the outflows may be about 0.6 MK, which is the89

temperature response peak of the 171 Å channel. The IRIS slit-jaw imager (SJI) 1400 Å data with higher spatial90

resolution (∼0.′′33) shows the bidirectional outflows from the second reconnection region more clearly (Fig. 3). It can91

be seen that several groups of bidirectional outflows successively took place due to reconnection between the fields of92

EF and Barb1. Figure 3d–i show three examples of outflows. Most importantly, we found that the outflows gradually93

curved upwards relative to the local horizontal orientations. Assuming the magnetic field is frozen in to the plasma,94
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the upward-curved trajectories of the outflows strongly suggest that some magnetic dip fields existed and crossed the95

vertical structures in Barb1. Besides the vertical dark threads of Barb1 in AIA 171 Å, some horizontal structures in96

front of the foot in AIA 304 Å or IRIS 2796 Å are observed to be disturbed by the filament eruption, suggesting that97

some fields close to Barb1 may also participate in the reconnection with the EF.98

Along the slit A–B (see Fig. 2e) and a curved slit C–D (see Fig. 3g), we produced AIA 304 Å and IRIS 1400 Å99

time-distance diagrams in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4d, respectively. They separately show the dynamics of the small erupting100

filament EF, its overlying prominence material in Barb1 and the bidirectional outflows. It can be seen that as EF101

erupted upwards, its overlying prominence material was compressed and forced to rise by about 10 Mm and then102

stopped. The temporal profiles of the projected velocity and acceleration of EF (red) and the overlying prominence103

material (blue) are presented in Fig. 4b and 4c, respectively. EF underwent a rapid-acceleration phase with a maximum104

acceleration of 0.27±0.07 km s−2 after the eruption onset. At about 07:36 UT, EF reached a maximum speed of 56±3105

km s−1 and then was decelerated probably due to confinement by the overlying magnetic structures and prominence106

material. After 07:48 UT, EF gradually faded out of the AIA 304 Å images. Six pairs of outflows (“o1”–“o6” in Fig.107

4d) are identified in the IRIS 1400 Å time-slit map, which has been enhanced by the MGN method. Applying linear108

fits to the outflow trajectories in the time-distance map, we found that the projected velocities of the outflows moving109

towards C are on average larger than those of the outflows towards D. Their average values are 85±2 km s−1 and 62±2110

km s−1, respectively. The difference in outflow velocity along the two directions is probably due to the asymmetry in111

ambient outflow conditions, with that in the downflow region being denser.112

Some outflows towards C were captured by the IRIS spectrometer slit, which is marked by the vertical black lines in113

the IRIS UV intensity images (Fig. 3). We mainly analyzed the spectra of the Si IV 1394 Å line to deduce the spectral114

characteristics of the outflows. The 1394 Å spectral line is formed at a temperature of ∼0.08 MK. After doing absolute115

wavelength calibration, we applied a single-Gaussian fit to the spectral data and obtained the temporal evolutions of116

the peak intensity, Doppler shift, and line width from 07:43 to 08:10 UT, which are separately displayed in the top117

three panels of Fig. 5. It can be seen that the first outflow crossed the IRIS slit at about 07:45 UT. Subsequently,118

multiple outflows followed the first one and passed through the approximately same position of the spectrometer slit.119

The Doppler speeds of the outflows had significant blueshift signatures ([-5, -18] km s−1) before 07:55 UT and then120

exhibited redshifts ([7, 20] km s−1), suggesting that different dipped field lines participated in the reconnection with121

the EF. The average Doppler speed is ∼11 km s−1, much less than the projected velocities (∼85 km s−1) of the122

outflows, suggesting that the outflows are located close to the plane of the sky. The Doppler line widths vary in the123

range [5, 16] km s−1 with a mean value of ∼10 km s−1, and a mean nonthermal velocity of ∼6 km s−1 probably due124

to turbulence or unresolved Alfvén waves in the outflows38. The IRIS SJI 1400 Å intensity images of the two outflows125

at 07:51 and 08:08 UT and the corresponding Si IV 1394 Å line spectra and line profiles are plotted in the bottom126

panels of Fig. 5. It can be seen that the 1394 Å spectral line is separately blueshfited by ∼13 km s−1 and redshifted127

by ∼20 km s−1 for the two outflows.128

Figuring out the magnetic characteristics of the dip fields in the lateral feet is helpful and important for understanding129

the magnetic structure and equilibrium of the prominences. Generally, the prominence material is heated by magnetic130

reconnection to tens of thousands or millions of degrees and so would become fully ionized, which leads to a high131

electrical conductivity of the heated plasma. It is likely that the outflows under investigation were ejected from the132

reconnection region and moved along the magnetic fields because of the frozen-in condition. Since the Doppler speeds133

of the outflows are much smaller than the projected speeds, the motion trajectories of the outflows approximately134

reflect the real configuration of the magnetic dip fields. In Fig. 6a, we draw the trajectory of the outflow observed by135

IRIS at 07:56:17 UT (see Fig. 3g) on the background of a simultaneous KSO Hα intensity image. Here, we established136

a cartesian system of coordinates, where the z-axis refers to the vertical axis of Barb1, the y-axis points to us, and the137

x-axis represents the horizontal direction perpendicular to Barb1. The altitude (height) of the bottom of the dip is138

estimated to be ∼30 Mm. The angles ϕ between the dip field and the x-axis were calculated and plotted in Fig. 6b.139

The mean value of ϕ at the edge of Barb1 is 3.9◦±0.4◦, which are denoted by the plus signs and vertical dashed lines140

in Fig. 6. We also calculated the curvature radii projected in the plane of the sky of the dip bottom, wtih a mean141

value of 73±9 Mm.142

Before reconnection, the equilibrium of the prominence material in Barb1 is approximately governed by the magne-143

tohydrostatic force balance equation39144

0 = −▽p− ρgẑ − ▽(
B2

2µ
) + (B · ▽)(

B

µ
). (1)
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Here, p, ρ, g, µ and B are the gas pressure, mass density, solar gravitational acceleration, magnetic permeability and145

magnetic field strength, respectively. At the edges of Barb1, the z-component of Eq. (1) implies in order of magnitude146

that147

ρg ≈
2BxBz

µw
, (2)

where w is the width of Barb1 and Bx is assumed uniform. Replacing Bz with Bxtanϕ, evaluated at the edge of the148

barb, this implies that149

ρgµw ≈ 2B2

x tanϕ. (3)

Given that the electron density40 and ionization degree41 of the prominence is 2.4 × 1010 cm−3 and ∼0.3, respectively,150

then ρ ≈ 1.3 × 10−10 kg m−3 . Coupled with w ≈ 9700 km and ϕ ≈ 4◦, this implies that Bz ≈ 1 G, and Bx ≈ 18 G,151

which is a typical field strength for quiescent prominences4,42.152

3. DISCUSSION153

Whether a magnetic dip exists in filament barbs or prominence lateral feet has been a matter of debate for many years.154

Some direct magnetic or velocity vector field measurements4,43,44 of prominences suggest that horizontal magnetic155

components may indeed exist in prominence feet. The vertical fine structure of prominence feet may then be an156

accumulation of magnetic dips, which are well reproduced in some theoretical models13,15,45. Observationally, however,157

up to now, any conspicuous dip configurations across prominence feet have not yet been detected and presented. In this158

study, using high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy data from IRIS and SDO, we clearly demonstrate a magnetic159

dip structure in or near a quiescent prominence foot, which shows up as upwardly-curved trajectories of simultaneous160

bidirectional outflows (or jets) driven by the reconnection between the fields of a small erupting filament and those of161

or close to a prominence foot. The results provide highly suggestive observational evidence for dip fields in prominence162

feet or filament barbs. On the other hand, there may also be vertical fields extending down to the photosphere in163

prominence foot. In the AIA 304 Å and IRIS UV imaging data, a small arcade Ar appeared at the bottom of Barb1,164

implying that some fields may come out from the ends of Ar and pass upwards through Barb1.165

As for the dip fields in the foot, when and how they formed and what their relationship is to the prominence fields,166

are still not clear. Some theoretical studies have modeled filament barbs forming from parasitic polarities interacting167

with the filament spine14,15. Moreover, the reconnection between the approaching opposite polarity legs of different168

sheared magnetic arcades along a filament channel may also produce such dipped fields46−50. When cool and dense169

plasma accumulates in such dipped fields by injection or condensation, a filament barb or prominence foot may be170

created. In this scenario, a magnetic arcade naturally appears below the dip after the reconnection, consistent with171

the observations presented here. In Fig. 7a and b, we have plotted the possible magnetic field structure on the lower172

part of a large-scale filament. The flux rope has two groups of dipped fields, which correspond to the two barbs Barb1173

and Barb2, respectively. Some fields (dashed lines in the diagram) may be anchored in the photosphere around the174

barbs. Fig. 7c–e show the eruption of the small filament EF and its two reconnections separately with Ar and the175

overlying dip fields in Barb1. The heated plasma was rapidly expelled from the second reconnection region and flowed176

along the dip fields in Barb1 to form the bright outflows, as observed by IRIS and SDO/AIA.177

4. METHODS178

Dynamics of the erupting filament EF and the bidirectional outflows. Using the AIA 304 Å data, we first179

find the source region center (indicated by the plus signs in Fig. 2) of the erupting filament. Then, we connect the180

center and the top edge of EF to give the filament eruption direction. Slit A–B goes through the source region center181

and along the eruption direction. The evolution of the top edge of the EF and the overlying prominence material182

compressed by the EF are shown in the AIA 304 Å time-distance diagram made along the slit A–B (see Fig. 4a).183

According to the moving features of the EF and the overlying material in the time-height map, we separately choose184

12 and 9 data points and calculate their first and second derivatives. The corresponding velocities and accelerations185

of EF and the overlying material are plotted in Fig. 4b and c. Along the motion trajectory of the outflow observed by186

IRIS at 07:56:17 UT, we use a relatively wide (∼3.7 Mm) curved slit CD (see Fig. 3g) to make the 1400 Å time-slit187

map (Fig. 4d). Six pairs of bidirectional outflow features are selected from the 1400 Å time-slit image and linear188

fittings are applied to them to obtain the outflow velocities, which are shown in Fig. 4e.189

Analysis of the IRIS spectra of the outflows. For this event, the IRIS spectral data are taken in a sit-and-stare190

raster mode with 9 second cadence and a spectral resolution of ∼0.025 Å. Because the event occurred at the solar limb,191
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the usual method51 using the neutral lines such as O I 1355.5977 Å and Fe II 1392.817 Å, is not applicable for absolute192

wavelength calibration. As shown in Fig. 3, the spectrometer slit mainly covered the prominence foot which stayed193

relatively stable during the observation. The difference between the centroid of the total 1394 Å line profile averaged194

over the whole slit and 1393.78 Å is utilized for the absolute wavelength calibration of the Si IV 1394 Å line spectra.195

A slight blueshift of ∼2 km s−1 is found from this wavelength calibration method. After the absolute wavelength196

calibration, we applied a single-Gaussian fit to the spectral data and obtained the temporal evolutions of the peak197

intensity, Doppler shift, and line width of the Si IV 1394 Å spectral line (see Fig. 5a–c). The Si IV 1394 Å line spectra198

and profiles of the outflows at 07:51:29 and 08:08:34 UT are plotted in Fig. 5d–f and Fig. 5g–i, respectively.199

5. DATA AVAILABILITY200

The observational data from IRIS, SDO and KSO used for the figures are available at https://iris.lmsal.com/search/,201

http://jsoc.stanford.edu/ajax/lookdata.html, and http://cesar.kso.ac.at/halpha3a/2014/, respectively.202
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Figure 1. SDO and KSO observation of the large-scale filament and associated line-of-sight photospheric
magnetic fields. a, SDO AIA 304 Å intensity data at T = 0.05 MK on April 13 show that the filament had a spine structure
with two apparent barbs (Barb1 and Barb2). The box in a approximately indicates the field of view (FOV) of panels e, f and
g. b, The dark filament channel is displayed in the AIA 193 Å intensity image at T = 1.5 MK (also 20 MK). c, Similar to a,
but for KSO Hα intensity data at T < 0.01 MK, which has been de-rotated to the time April 13 02:20 UT. d, Line-of-sight
photospheric magnetogram observed by SDO HMI. The plus and minus sign in d represent the major positive and negative
magnetic fields on the two sides of the filament, respectively. e, The two barbs in the AIA 304 Å line appeared as two vertical
feet of a prominence at the solar limb on April 8. The dashed rectangle in e corresponds to the FOV of Fig. 2. f and g, Similar
to e, but in the AIA 171 Å (at T = 0.6 MK) and KSO Hα waveband, respectively. “EF” in e and f refer to a small-scale
erupting filament. The location of EF eruption source is denoted by the plus signs in e and f. See Supplementary Video 1.
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Figure 2. SDO AIA observation of the EF eruption event on 2014 April 8. a–f, EF interacting with arcade Ar and
Barb1 in the AIA 304 Å channel at T = 0.05 MK. The square in a shows the FOV of panels a–c of Fig.3. The circles in a
indicate the two footpoints of Ar. The circles in c denote the brightenings (Brs) due to the interaction between EF and Ar. The
narrow box in e is the slit “A–B” along which the AIA 304 Å time-distance diagram was plotted in panel a of Fig. 4. g–i, The
interaction of EF and Barb1 in the AIA 171 Å line at T = 0.6 MK. The plus signs in the diagram indicate the source region of
the eruption. See Supplementary Video 2.
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Figure 3. IRIS SJI observation of EF eruption. a–c, The early evolution of the eruption in the IRIS 2796 Å (at T =
0.01 MK) and 1400 Å (at T = 0.08 MK) channel. The square in c corresponds to the FOV of panels d–i. d–i, Three pairs of
bidirectional outflows due to the intermittent reconnections between the fields of EF and magnetic dip in Barb1. The square in
e is the FOV of panels d and g in Fig. 5. The curved cut in g indicates the slit “C–D” along which the 1400 Å time-distance
map was plotted in panel d of Fig. 4. See Supplementary Video 3.
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Figure 4. Dynamics of the erupting filament EF in AIA 304 Å at T = 0.05 MK and the IRIS SJI bidirectional
outflows. a, The AIA 304 Å time-distance map shows the height variations of EF and the overlying compressed prominence
material in Barb1 during the eruption. The yellow dashed horizontal line indicates the solar surface. b, The velocity-time
profiles of EF (red) and the overlying prominence material (blue). c, The time variations of the accelerations of EF (red) and
the compressed prominence material (blue). (d), IRIS 1400 Å time-distance slit image (at T = 0.08 MK) enhanced by the MGN
method presents six pairs of bidirectional outflows. The circles mark the spots where the outflows originated. e, The projected
velocity distribution of the outflows. The purple and green dotted lines represent the mean velocities of the outflows moving
toward C and D, respectively.
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Figure 5. IRIS spectral observations of the outflow. a–c, Temporal evolutions of peak intensity, Doppler shift and line
width derived from a single-Gaussian fitting to the spectra of Si IV 1393.78 Å line at T = 0.08 MK. The two vertical lines in
a, b and c indicate the time when the two outflows in d and g were observed by IRIS. d–f, The IRIS 1400 Å imaging data,
Si IV 1394 Å line spectrum and profile of the outflow at 07:51:29 UT, respectively. g–i, The IRIS 1400 Å imaging data, Si IV
1394 Å line spectrum and profile of the outflow at 08:08:35 UT, respectively. The plus signs in d and g mark the sites where
the outflows crossed the spectrometer slit.
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Figure 6. The field orientation of the magnetic dip indicated by outflows across Barb1. a, The profile of the
bidirectional outflows at 07:56:17 UT overlaid on the KSO Hα intensity data at T < 0.01 MK. X- and z- axes represent the local
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b indicate the borders of Barb1.
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of magnetic field structure of the larger-scale filament and its reconnection with
the fields of EF under Barb1. a–b, Top- and side-view of the filament field structure, respectively. c–e, The eruption of
EF and its interactions with Ar and magnetic dip in Barb1. The box in b marks the FOV of panels c–e.
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